Graduation FAQs
When is graduation? What time do the graduates need to arrive? When do doors open for family and
friends attending graduation?
A: Check the school calendar for the date. Graduation begins at 6pm. Graduates should arrive no later
than 4:00 pm FULLY DRESSED in cap, gown and stole. Parents can begin entering the PMAC at 4:30.
What time is rehearsal? How long does it last? Are parents allowed to attend?
A: 7:00 am the morning of graduation. Rehearsal usually is done before noon, BUT it has been known to
take longer. The sooner everyone arrives and the better they pay attention the sooner it is finished.
Parents are not allowed to attend rehearsal.
Where is graduation?
A: The Pete Maravich Assembly Center (PMAC) at LSU

N Stadium Road, Baton Rouge, LA 70802
How many tickets does each student receive for graduation?
A: Each graduate receives 30 tickets for graduation. If they need extra tickets they must ask their
classmates if they have any extras. Children 4 and over should have a ticket if they are sitting in a seat.

Where should we park?
A:

Any of the Parking Lots on this map should be available for use.
Where can we sit for graduation? Can we save seats ahead of time? Is there an elevator?
A: Family and friends are allowed to sit anywhere that is not roped off on the 200 or 300 levels. No one
is allowed on the ground floor except graduates and faculty. You are not allowed to rope off areas to
save seats ahead of time. Seating is first come, first served. There is an elevator in the southeast section
of the PMAC.
What are the graduates supposed to wear for graduation?
A: Both: Please avoid loud prints or really bright, contrasting colors as the graduation robes are semitranslucent. NO flip flops, tennis shoes or sandals as footwear.

Gentleman: Slacks, button down shirt, dress shoes, and a tie (bow ties are okay)
Ladies: Dress or pants suit, comfortable dress shoes!!!!!!! Please avoid wearing high heels or any shoes
that can be uncomfortable!!!! You will be on your feet a lot without the ability to sit down.
Other miscellaneous information:
~ Seniors, please refrain from cell phone use during the graduation
~ Please do not bring any airhorns to graduation. Bags will be searched as you enter the PMAC and any
noise making devices will be confiscated
~ Please take your cap and gown out of the package it came in because it is creased and will need to be
steamed (DO NOT IRON!!)
~ Set a place to meet up after graduation because there are a lot of people at the PMAC and finding
each other may be difficult
~Musemeche Photography will be taking a group picture and individual pictures of all the graduates. No
other photographers are allowed on the floor of the PMAC.
Musemeche Photography
www.flashpixphoto.com
225-752-1858

